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Abstract

The solar wind is a continuous outflow of charged particles from the Sun’s atmosphere into the solar system. At Earth, the

solar wind’s outward pressure is balanced by the Earth’s magnetic field in a boundary layer known as the magnetopause.

Plasma density and temperature differences across the boundary layer generate the Chapman-Ferraro current which supports

the magnetopause. Along the dayside magnetopause, magnetic reconnection can occur in electron diffusion regions (EDRs)

embedded into the larger ion diffusion regions (IDRs). These diffusion regions form when opposing magnetic field lines in

the solar wind and Earth’s magnetic field merge, releasing magnetic energy into the surrounding plasma. While previous

studies have given us a general understanding of the structure of these diffusion regions, we still do not have a good grasp

of how they are statistically differentiated from the non-diffusion region magnetopause. By investigating 251 magnetopause

crossings from NASA’s Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) Mission, we demonstrate that EDR magnetopause crossings show

current densities an order of magnitude higher than non-EDR magnetopause crossings - crossings that either passed through

the reconnection exhausts or through the non-reconnecting magnetopause. Significant current signatures parallel to the local

magnetic field in EDR crossings are also identified, which is in contrast to the dominantly perpendicular current found in

the non-EDR magnetopause. Additionally, we show that the ion velocity along the magnetopause is highly correlated with a

crossing’s location, indicating the presence of magnetosheath flows inside the magnetopause current sheet.
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Key Points:8

• EDR crossings show current densities an order of magnitude higher than non-EDR9

magnetopause crossings.10

• EDR crossings contain significant current components parallel to the local mag-11

netic field.12

• Ion velocity along the magnetopause is highly correlated with an event’s location13

- indicating the presence of magnetosheath flows.14
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Abstract15

The solar wind is a continuous outflow of charged particles from the Sun’s atmo-16

sphere into the solar system. At Earth, the solar wind’s outward pressure is balanced17

by the Earth’s magnetic field in a boundary layer known as the magnetopause. Plasma18

density and temperature differences across the boundary layer generate the Chapman-19

Ferraro current which supports the magnetopause. Along the dayside magnetopause, mag-20

netic reconnection can occur in electron diffusion regions (EDRs) embedded into the larger21

ion diffusion regions (IDRs). These diffusion regions form when opposing magnetic field22

lines in the solar wind and Earth’s magnetic field merge, releasing magnetic energy into23

the surrounding plasma. While previous studies have given us a general understanding24

of the structure of these diffusion regions, we still do not have a good grasp of how they25

are statistically differentiated from the non-diffusion region magnetopause. By investi-26

gating 251 magnetopause crossings from NASA’s Magnetospheric Multiscale (MMS) Mis-27

sion, we demonstrate that EDR magnetopause crossings show current densities an or-28

der of magnitude higher than non-EDR magnetopause crossings - crossings that either29

passed through the reconnection exhausts or through the non-reconnecting magnetopause.30

Significant current signatures parallel to the local magnetic field in EDR crossings are31

also identified, which is in contrast to the dominantly perpendicular current found in the32

non-EDR magnetopause. Additionally, we show that the ion velocity along the magne-33

topause is highly correlated with a crossing’s location, indicating the presence of mag-34

netosheath flows inside the magnetopause current sheet.35

Plain Language Summary36

The magnetopause is a dynamic boundary layer created through the interaction37

of the solar wind with Earth’s magnetic field. This boundary is supported by a current38

sheet and acts as the ”entry gate” of the solar wind’s energy into the magnetosphere through39

a process called magnetic reconnection where energy previously stored in the magnetic40

field is released into the surrounding magnetopause plasma. The reconnection process41

is initiated in localized diffusion regions, which form in the magnetopause’s current sheet42

during specific solar wind conditions. In this paper, we clarify what makes the diffusion43

regions stand out from the background magnetopause current sheet by utilizing data from44

NASA’s Magnetospheric Multiscale mission. Our analysis reveals that the diffusion re-45

gions have stronger currents than the background magnetopause and that a significant46

portion of this current becomes parallel to the local magnetic field.47

1 Introduction48

The magnetopause is a boundary layer created through the balancing of the solar49

wind’s dynamic pressure with Earth’s magnetic field. Across this boundary layer, pres-50

sure gradients generate a current sheet, named the Chapman-Ferraro (CF) current, that51

supports the magnetopause (e.g. Chapman and Ferraro (1931)). This current sheet is52

a large scale, mainly ion driven current generated from ion density and temperature gra-53

dients - e.g. Beedle et al. (2022) and references therein.54

Along the dayside magnetopause current sheet, magnetic reconnection occurs when55

opposing field lines in the solar wind and Earth’s magnetic field are driven together by56

plasma flows, causing the magnetopause boundary to thin. As the current sheet com-57

presses, there becomes a small-scale region where the frozen-in condition in the plasma58

is violated, allowing the magnetic field to become disassociated from the plasma and dif-59

fuse through it, break, and then reform, changing the local magnetic topology (e.g. Vasyliunas60

(1975); Hesse and Cassak (2020)). This process occurs in what are known as diffusion61

regions. Specifically, there are two distinct regions: an ion diffusion region (IDR) and62

an electron diffusion region (EDR). The IDR is the larger outer region where ions first63
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dissociate from the magnetic field while the electrons remain frozen-in. This hybrid con-64

figuration with magnetized electrons and free ions then creates the Hall currents and their65

associated quadrupole Hall magnetic field in the IDR (e.g. Sonnerup (1979); Oieroset66

et al. (2001); Mozer et al. (2002)). The EDR is the smaller inner diffusion region, em-67

bedded in the larger IDR, where both the electrons and ions are decoupled from the mag-68

netic field, which allows magnetic reconnection to take place - e.g. Vasyliunas (1975),69

Burch et al. (2016).70

The process of magnetic reconnection leads to the magnetopause acting as the ”en-71

try gate” of the solar wind’s energy into the Earth’s magnetosphere. Thus a thorough72

grasp of this process and its impact on the magnetopause’s current sheet is vital to un-73

derstanding the energy transfer into the terrestrial space weather system. Because of this74

significance, numerous missions (ISEE, AMPTE, Polar, Cluster, Themis, MMS, etc) de-75

voted their resources to gaining insights into the magnetopause current sheet and day-76

side magnetopause reconnection. A number of studies [Burch et al. (2016), Lavraud et77

al. (2016), Norgren et al. (2016), Phan et al. (2016), Burch and Phan (2016), Chen et78

al. (2016), Chen et al. (2017), etc.] have focused on individual dayside magnetopause EDR79

events using the MMS spacecraft to study common elements of EDR crossings includ-80

ing ion jets and jet reversals around the diffusion regions, plasma inflows, non-gyrotropic81

crescent shaped electron outflows, intense currents, and strong heating. Other studies82

[Rager et al. (2018), Webster et al. (2018), Shuster et al. (2019), Genestreti et al. (2020),83

Shuster et al. (2021), etc.] have addressed these generalized characteristics of EDR events84

in more detail and confirmed the prevalence of crescent-shaped electron velocity phase85

space densities, ohmic heating of the plasma, as well as the role of electron scale currents86

to the EDR regions.87

While previous studies provide a general understanding of the diffusion regions’ struc-88

ture, there has not yet been a statistical study of the characteristic differences between89

magnetopause crossings with and without active signatures of reconnection. To begin90

answering this question, our study analyzes data from NASA’s MMS Mission during EDR91

and non-EDR magnetopause crossings where these non-EDR events could either be en-92

counters of the reconnection exhausts downstream of the diffusion region, or non-reconnecting93

magnetopause crossings. In Section 2, we describe the methods we used to accomplish94

this analysis as well as the findings from comparing the EDR and non-EDR magnetopause95

crossings. Section 3 covers an in-depth analysis of our results, with observations about96

the magnetopause’s current structure and ion velocities measured during these EDR events.97

Section 4 introduces a brief discussion of our findings, and Section 5 provides a summary98

of the main results of this study.99

2 Observations100

2.1 MMS Data and Current Calculations101

For this study, we utilized data from NASA’s MMS mission, which is a mission com-102

prised of four spacecraft that travel in a tetrahedron pattern through the magnetosphere.103

MMS’s Fast Plasma Investigation (FPI) (Pollock et al., 2016) and Fluxgate Magnetome-104

ter (Russell et al., 2016) instruments enable four simultaneous measurements of plasma105

properties and magnetic field conditions, respectively, across MMS’s constellation. Us-106

ing the data from these two instruments, we analyzed the magnetopause current system107

through the following currents.108

The first is called the curlometer current, or Jcurl, which was calculated using Dunlop109

et al. (1988)’s curlometer method to approximate gradients in the magnetic field, yield-110

ing Ampere’s law in the MHD approximation:111
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Jcurl =
∇×B

µ0
, (1)

where B is the magnetic field and µo is the permeability of free space. Jcurl represents112

the current consistent with magnetic field perturbations and is thus a proxy for the to-113

tal current density encountered by MMS during a magnetopause current sheet crossing114

as it contains current components parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field in-115

cluding both ion and electron contributions. While Jcurl has been found to be less sen-116

sitive to small current structures than the current density calculated from plasma mo-117

ments, also known as the FPI current, we decided to focus on using Jcurl as the aver-118

age MMS separation during our time frame (2015–2018) was between 10 to 60 kms, which119

is sufficiently close to consider the ion dominated CF current as well as any large scale120

currents in and around the diffusion regions in EDR events. This is in contrast to stud-121

ies that have focused more heavily on the smaller scale, electron dominated currents of122

the EDR, which generally use the FPI current (e.g. Lavraud et al. (2016); Phan et al.123

(2016)). We also considered the components of Jcurl parallel and perpendicular to the124

locally measured magnetic field B: Jcurl∥ and Jcurl⊥, defined as follows:125

Jcurl∥ =

(
B · Jcurl

|B|

)
B̂ , Jcurl⊥ = Jcurl − Jcurl∥. (2)

Note, B is averaged across all four MMS spacecraft to match the curlometer method cal-126

culations.127

Along with Jcurl, we looked at the ion and electron diamagnetic currents: Jdia Totali128

and Jdia Totale and their current components generated from temperature and density129

gradients, which were approximated using the curlometer method. Both the ion and elec-130

tron diamagnetic currents and their density and temperature components were defined131

in the following manner, with their respective densities and temperatures, in the same132

way as Beedle et al. (2022):133

Jdia ∇N =
B× (kb

←→
T · ∇N)

|B|2
, J

dia ∇·
←→
T

=
B× (kbN∇ ·

←→
T )

|B|2
, (3)

where B represents the magnetic field, kb is Boltzmann’s constant,
←→
T is the tempera-134

ture tensor, and N is the number density. By definition, Jdia Total = Jdia ∇N+J
dia ∇·

←→
T
.135

Note, B,
←→
T , and N were averaged across all four MMS spacecraft to match with the use136

of the curlometer method to calculate the gradients. When referencing these components,137

we will refer to Jdia ∇N as its current’s density component and to J
dia ∇·

←→
T

as its cur-138

rent’s temperature component.139

While we considered both parallel and perpendicular components for Jcurl, diamag-140

netic current is, by definition, perpendicular to the magnetic field, thus the ion and elec-141

tron diamagnetic currents represent the primary perpendicular components to the mag-142

netic field in the magnetopause.143

To summarize, we analyzed the following set of current densities: Jcurl, Jdia Totali ,144

Jdia Totale , Jdia ∇Ni , Jdia ∇·Ti , Jdia ∇Ne , Jdia ∇·Te during each of the studied magne-145

topause crossings.146

When interpreting these quantities, it is important to note that MHD physics breaks147

down in the diffusion regions as plasma disassociates from the magnetic field. Because148

the diamagnetic current equations are defined under MHD conditions, the concept of a149

diamagnetic current also breaks in the diffusion regions as the plasma must now be de-150

scribed using kinetic theories. Thus, while the current around the diffusion region is still151
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represented by the diamagnetic, ion dominated CF current, inside the diffusion regions152

they become kinetic and can no longer be described in the same way. For this reason our153

results using the diamgnetic current are more likely to contain anomalously large cur-154

rent spikes once the MMS constellation entered the IDR and EDR of that magnetopause155

crossing event. However, as the EDR itself is still quite small when compared with the156

current sheet that MMS observes, there are regions where the diamgnetic current is a157

useful measure. It is also worthy to note that, as the curlometer current relies on the de-158

viations in the magnetic field itself, it is not impacted in the same manner and presents159

accurate current measurements all throughout the current sheet crossing, be it in the cur-160

rent sheet itself, or the diffusion regions.161

Data taken from MMS, as well as the calculated currents, were interpolated to the162

30 ms FPI electron time resolution. As our main analysis involves ion and electron dia-163

magnetic currents and the total current as computed from the curlometer method, any164

sub 150 ms variations in the ion parameters should not impact our results. For all mea-165

sured quantities that did not use the curlometer method, we averaged over all four MMS166

spacecraft to create a single data stream. Our calculations and measurements were com-167

pleted in Cartesian GSE coordinates and then stored in spherical GSE coordinates, in168

which the ϕ angle is in the primary current direction along the dayside magnetopause169

as can be seen defined in Figure 1. A more detailed description of these spherical coor-170

dinates is provided in Section 3.171

2.2 Event Selection172

To select relevant data for our study, we used EDR crossings provided by Webster173

et al. (2018), who compiled previously identified EDR events with a set of newly-identified174

EDR events based on shared characteristics including the occurrence of non-gyrotropic175

crescent-shape electron distributions, ion jet reversals, and large current densities. Be-176

cause of this reliance on non-gyrotropic electron distributions to identify EDR events,177

the Webster et al. (2018) events can only include, at most, a moderate guide field as stronger178

guide fields tend to obscure this feature. In all, Webster et al. (2018) reported 32 EDR179

events, 26 of which were included in our study based on their location along the dayside180

magnetopause as well as the availability of MMS data from all four spacecraft. Four of181

Webster et al.’s events (A13, B14, B15, and B17) were located outside of the bounds of182

our definition of the dayside magnetopause (see Figure 1), while two other events (A7183

and B26) caused errors with our code because of data outages from one or more MMS184

spacecraft. The selected 26 EDR events then represented the EDR sample group that185

we measured the aforementioned current densities and other plasma characteristics over.186

The locations of these events along the dayside magnetopause are denoted in blue in Fig-187

ure 1.188

Along with these 26 EDR events, we also investigated 225 dayside magnetopause189

current sheet crossings taken from Paschmann et al. (2018) and Haaland et al. (2020)’s190

database of MMS magnetopause crossings. These 225 events were previously used in the191

Beedle et al. (2022) study and include complete, monotomic magnetopause crossings and,192

to our knowledge, do not include any previously identified EDR events. Thus, these 225193

events represent our non-EDR magnetopause crossing sample group that we then com-194

pared with the EDR samples. As previously mentioned, these non-EDR crossings could195

either be a crossing of the reconnection exhausts downstream of the diffusion regions,196

or a crossing of the non-reconnection magnetopause. Beedle et al. (2022) provides a de-197

tailed explanation of the selection criteria for these 225 events. The locations of the 225198

magnetopause crossing events are denoted in red in Figure 1. An example of a non-EDR199

event versus an EDR event is provided in Figure 2.200
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Figure 1. Diagram of our 225 dayside non-EDR (pink) and 26 EDR (blue) magnetopause

crossings. We define a spherical coordinate system with ϕ in the XGSE - YGSE plane, positively

defined from the +XGSE axis, R defined as radially outward, and θ as the polar angle into the

+ZGSE direction, completing the right-handed coordinate system. The Dayside is defined as

being from +50◦ to −50◦ in ϕ, following the same convention as Beedle et al. (2022).
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Figure 2. Example magnetopause crossings representing a non-EDR crossing (left) and an

EDR event (right). The orange dashed lines represent the magnetopause crossing as identified

by our algorithm for each event (see Section 2.3). The example EDR event is from Burch et al.

2016. (a) Magnitude and magnetic field in LMN coordinates determined through MVAB analysis

(Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998), (b) and (c) ion and electron omni directional spectrograms, (d) ion

number density, (e) ion perpendicular and parallel temperature, (f) ion velocity, (g, h, i, j and

k) curlometer, total ion diamagnetic, ion density component, ion temperature component, and

total electron diamagnetic current densities respectively in LMN coordinates with magnitudes

indicated in black.
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2.3 Magnetopause Identification201

Each of the events in our database was processed by an algorithm to identify their202

magnetopause crossing times. We used Jcurl to identify the largest current magnitude203

peak during an event, and then applied a threshold equal to 20% of this peak value to204

the current density measured during the crossing. This separated the event into current205

segments, with each weighted based on their duration, average |Jcurl| current density,206

and the magnetic field magnitude, |B|, measured over the segment. The segment with207

the longest duration, highest average current density, and largest change in |B| across208

the segment was then selected as the primary current sheet crossing for that event, with209

the start and end times of the current segment then becoming the beginning and end210

of that event’s magnetopause crossing. Two examples of the algorithm’s selection method211

can be seen represented by the vertical orange dashed lines in Figure 2. Note, as this method212

uses the magnitudes of each value, it is coordinate system invariant.213

This method was applied to both the EDR and non-EDR crossings, with the re-214

sults for the average current density for the 225 non-EDR events matching within error215

the average current over the magnetopause crossing times identified by the Paschmann216

et al. (2018) database’s minimum variance analysis method as previously reported in Beedle217

et al. (2022). The performance of our algorithm was also double checked over the 26 EDR218

events so that the selected magnetopause crossing correctly captured the EDR event as219

previously identified by their respective papers.220

3 EDR and Non-EDR Crossing Analysis221

Over each of the 26 EDR events and 225 non-EDR magnetopause crossings, we recorded222

individual current density data and stored the results in spherical GSE coordinates with223

R being defined as radially outward, ϕ going from dawn-to-dusk in the XGSE-YGSE plane,224

and θ pointing in the +ZGSE direction (see Figure 1 for a visual depiction). We utilize225

spherical GSE coordinates instead of LMN coordinates for our statistical survey to be226

able to compare current density components measured over the EDR and non-EDR events227

on an equal footing. In previous statistical studies (e.g. Paschmann et al. (2018), Haaland228

et al. (2020)), MVAB analyses (Sonnerup & Scheible, 1998) were utilized over MMS’s229

burst mode intervals to generate LMN coordinates for their events. This works well for230

intervals that involve a single, clear magnetopause crossing, but leads to uncertainties231

when MMS passes over the magnetopause multiple times in quick succession, such as dur-232

ing active solar wind conditions. These crossings are often nonuniform and contain small233

scale embedded structure. In such cases, the MVAB analysis interval needs to be adjusted234

in order to capture the appropriate crossing, which leads to some ambiguity, especially235

when trying to compare the individual current directions measured over many such events.236

In the aforementioned studies, the magnitude of the current density was reported for each237

event, which is unaffected by these differences in coordinate determination. For our sta-238

tistical survey, as we directly compare currents along coordinate directions, we decided239

to use a global coordinate system that is equally applied to all of our crossings, regard-240

less of the dynamics involved.241

Our analysis resulted in 6,332 data points for each current component from the EDR242

events and 73,865 data points from the non-EDR events. We then analyzed the combined243

data’s mean and median values as well as their standard errors or σ/
√
N where σ is the244

standard deviation of the data and N is the number of data points recorded. This anal-245

ysis was completed for each of our currents densities (Jcurl, Jdia Totali , Jdia Totale , Jdia ∇Ni
,246

Jdia ∇·Ti
, Jdia ∇Ne

, Jdia ∇·Te
) in their component directions (R̂, ϕ̂, θ̂), as shown in Ta-247

ble 1 below. Additionally, we compiled the current data into probability distributions,248

which are shown in Figure 3 for Jcurl and its parallel and perpendicular components in249

the R̂, ϕ̂, θ̂ directions (9 panels in total) with the EDR data points represented in the250

blue distributions, while the non-EDR data points are represented in the pink distribu-251
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tions. Likewise, Figure 4 shows the results for the ion diamagnetic current and its den-252

sity and temperature components. The electron diamagnetic current and its components253

are provided in Figure 5. Figure 6 then shows the probability density histograms of ion254

and electron velocity measurements over the EDR and non-EDR crossings. Each distri-255

bution figure includes labels that show the total number of points N as well as the mean256

and median values of their respective distributions, which are also shown in Table 1.257
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Table 1. Comparison of current densities obtained during the 225 non-EDR and 26 EDR

crossings with the following format: mean (median) ± standard error of the current densities as

measured in spherical GSE coordinates (R̂, ϕ̂, θ̂). The mean and median values are computed

and presented in the same way as those shown in Figures 3 - 5. The EDR/Non-EDR ratio was

also computed based on these mean and median values.

Current Non-EDR (nA/m2) EDR (nA/m2) EDR / Non-EDR

JR curl 4.96 (2.40) ± 0.39 30.1 (18.5) ± 2.53 6.1 (7.7)
JR curl⊥ -0.04 (-0.60) ± 0.33 14.1 (-1.70) ± 2.19 350 (2.8)
JR curl∥ 5.00 (1.00) ± 0.20 16.0 (6.70) ± 1.59 3.2 (6.7)

JR dia Totali -1.21 (-0.70) ± 0.70 -26.6 (-23.1) ± 3.54 22 (33)
JR dia ∇Ni

-7.19 (-1.20) ± 0.71 -0.88 (-18.4) ± 2.77 0.12 (15)
JR dia ∇·Ti

5.98 (-0.30) ± 0.71 -25.7 (-5.00) ± 3.15 4.3 (17)

JR dia Totale -2.23 (-1.00) ± 0.10 13.2 (2.20) ± 0.91 5.9 (2.2)
JR dia ∇Ne -2.41 (-1.00) ± 0.08 4.99 (-0.10) ± 0.48 2.1 (0.1)
JR dia ∇·Te

0.18 (0.00) ± 0.07 8.25 (1.50) ± 0.74 49 (NA)

Jϕ curl 89.5 (68.4) ± 0.52 349 (324) ± 3.60 3.9 (4.7)
Jϕ curl⊥ 56.8 (42.6) ± 0.36 201 (161) ± 3.06 3.5 (3.8)
Jϕ curl∥ 32.7 (7.4) ± 0.39 148 (85.3) ± 2.69 4.5 (11.5)

Jϕ dia Totali 57.6 (44.4) ± 0.67 210 (129) ± 4.93 3.6 (2.9)
Jϕ dia ∇Ni

80.6 (60.8) ± 0.65 252 (136) ± 5.59 3.1 (2.2)
Jϕ dia ∇·Ti

-23.0 (-15.6) ± 0.63 -42.5 (-28.7) ± 3.69 1.8 (1.8)

Jϕ dia Totale 6.24 (3.80) ± 0.11 28.1 (20.0) ± 1.08 4.5 (5.3)
Jϕ dia ∇Ne

5.28 (3.80) ± 0.08 18.3 (12.3) ± 0.60 3.5 (3.2)
Jϕ dia ∇·Te

0.96 (0.00) ± 0.06 9.82 (4.70) ± 0.86 10 (NA)

Jθ curl 8.90 (9.50) ± 0.57 -38.0 (-33.1) ± 4.15 4.3 (4.1)
Jθ curl⊥ 1.99 (1.80) ± 0.28 -59.4 (-45.6) ± 2.43 30 (25)
Jθ curl∥ 6.92 (5.30) ± 0.53 21.4 (28.0) ± 3.98 3.1 (5.3)

Jθ dia Totali -6.13 (1.70) ± 0.63 -31.1 (-16.4) ± 4.57 5.1 (9.6)
Jθ dia ∇Ni

-0.85 (2.60) ± 0.55 -24.0 (-22.8) ± 4.16 28 (8.8)
Jθ dia ∇·Ti

-5.28 (-1.70) ± 0.64 -7.08 (17.0) ± 4.30 1.3 (10)

Jθ dia Totale 1.94 (0.50) ± 0.10 -13.2 (-6.80) ± 0.92 6.8 (14)
Jθ dia ∇Ne

1.48 (0.40) ± 0.07 -10.8 (-5.60) ± 0.48 7.3 (14)
Jθ dia ∇·Te

0.46 (0.00) ± 0.06 -2.34 (-1.80) ± 0.70 5.1 (NA)
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Figure 3. Probability distribution histograms of the curlometer current and its parallel and

perpendicular components to the local magnetic field from the 26 EDR crossings (blue) and 225

non-EDR magnetopause crossings (pink) measured across the three global coordinates (R̂, ϕ̂, θ̂).

The EDR events gave us 6,332 data points in total, while the non-EDR crossings gave us 73,865

data points. Note that the vertical axis in each plot is normalized, with the same scale used for

each subplot for the vertical and horizontal axes respectively. The bins used are also the same for

each subplot’s distributions. The sample mean and median values are provided in the top right of

each subplot.
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Figure 4. Probability distribution histograms of the ion diamagnetic current and its current

components - the density component and the temperature component - in EDR crossings (blue)

and non-EDR crossings (pink) over the spherical R̂, ϕ̂, and θ̂ component directions. The sample

mean and median values are provided in the top right of each subplot.
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Figure 5. Probability distribution histograms of the electron diamagnetic current and its

current components - the density component and the temperature component - in EDR crossings

(blue) and non-EDR crossings (pink) over the spherical R̂, ϕ̂, and θ̂ component directions. The

sample mean and median values are provided in the top right of each subplot.
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Figure 6. Ion and electron velocity histograms from the 26 EDR crossings (blue) and the

225 non-EDR magnetopause crossings (pink). Note the double peak structure of the EDR ion

velocities in the ϕ̂ direction as well as the multi-peak structure in the θ̂ direction.

3.1 EDR vs Non-EDR Current Structure258

Using the non-EDR events as a baseline for the background CF current sheet in259

the magnetopause, we can make the following observations about the magnetopause’s260

current structure around and during EDR events from Table 1 and Figures 3 - 6:261

1. EDR current densities along the primary, ϕ̂, magnetopause direction are an or-262

der of magnitude higher, on average, than a non-EDR crossing.263

264

Jcurl, Jdia Totali , and Jdia Totale are all larger by an order of magnitude in the ϕ̂265

direction. This applies for both the mean and median values of the measured cur-266

rent densities, implying that this enhancement does not just affect our data’s out-267

lying points. The amplified current density matches with general expectations of268

EDR crossings having strong currents because of the EDR’s thin, electron-scale269

current sheets (see e.g. Webster et al. (2018)). There is, however, one interesting270

outlier to this conclusion; Jdia ∇·Ti
. Not only does the temperature-generated cur-271

rent density, Jdia ∇·Ti
, fail to show this order of magnitude jump, but it actually272

exhibits the smallest increase of all the average currents, in the ϕ̂ direction, with273

a 1.8x increase from its non-EDR counterpart. This suggests that, while the density-274

generated current density, Jdia ∇Ni , does see a substantial boost during these EDR275

events, Jdia ∇·Ti
does not show a similar reaction. Overall indicating that ions do276

not see the same level of heating inside of the diffusion regions, and perhaps in-277

dicating that ions are largely unaffected by the electron-scale dynamics in the EDR.278

279

2. There are significant ϕ̂ directed current signatures parallel to the local magnetic280

field during EDR events.281
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282

Jcurl parallel to the local magnetic field along the primary ϕ̂ direction becomes283

significantly enhanced during EDR events. This can be seen in Figure 3 and Ta-284

ble 1, with the parallel component’s mean value increasing by 4.5x and its median285

value increasing by 11.5x. While there is a significant enhancement in the ϕ̂ per-286

pendicular current density as well, the perpendicular component’s mean value in-287

creases by 3.5x and its median by only 3.8x, noticeably less than the parallel com-288

ponent. This difference between the parallel and perpendicular components leads289

to the overall amount of current parallel to the magnetic field in the primary ϕ̂290

direction (along the CF current’s flow) to increase in EDR events. Specifically, the291

mean parallel current density accounts for 42% of the mean curlometer current292

density in EDR events, up slightly from 36% in the non-EDR events. However,293

looking at the more impacted median values, the median parallel current density294

accounts for approximately 26% of the median curlometer current density in EDR295

events, over twice as much as the 11% contribution seen in non-EDR events. This296

indicates that a large percentage of formerly perpendicular current density - the297

CF current - in the non-EDR magnetopause becomes parallel to the local mag-298

netic field during EDR events.299

300

3. The ion diamagnetic current density dominates that of the electron current den-301

sity, but to a lesser extent in EDR events.302

303

From Table 1 and Figures 4 and 5, both non-EDR and EDR events show that the304

average Jdia Totali is greater than that of the average Jdia Totale . Specifically, in305

non-EDR crossings, the average Jdia Totali is 9.2x larger than Jdia Totale . This matches306

with findings from Beedle et al. (2022) where the non-EDR magnetopause current307

was found to be ion dominated. During EDR crossings, we still find that the ions308

dominate, but to a lesser degree. Looking at the average values from Table 1, one309

can see that, during EDR crossings, Jdia Totali is 7.5x larger than Jdia Totale . So,310

while the ions are still the main contributors, their contribution seems to decrease311

- primarily because of a stronger electron response in EDR events. Specifically,312

Jdia Totale sees a 4.5x average increase in EDR crossings when compared with their313

non-EDR counterparts, while Jdia Totali sees a lesser 3.6x average increase. The314

increasing importance of Jdia Totale during EDR events matches with the general315

expectations of an EDR crossing where the electron diffusion region itself is known316

to be dominated by electron scale currents (e.g. Shuster et al. (2019)). However,317

our results imply that, while the central electron diffusion region is dominated by318

these electron currents, the CF current in the magnetopause current sheet itself319

is still primarily ion dominated.320

321

4. Jdia Totale is composed of temperature and density components that work together322

instead of destructively like Jdia Totali ’s components. The enhanced Jdia Totale found323

in an EDR event comes primarily from an increase in the temperature component,324

whose relative contribution increases by an order of magnitude.325

326

Figure 5 and Table 1 show that, in both EDR as well as non-EDR events, the elec-327

tron temperature and density components work with one other in the +ϕ̂ direc-328

tion. While this is true in both types of crossings, it is significantly more pronounced329

in EDR events. Additionally, the contribution of J
dia ∇·

←→
T e

is measurably enhanced330

in EDR crossings with a 10x increase in its average value seen in Table 1 as com-331

pared to the 3.5x increase in Jdia ∇Ne
. This impressive enhancement to J

dia ∇·
←→
T e

332

is likely a result of electron heating, leading to the formation of a strong electron333

temperature divergence in the diffusion region. The presence of electron heating334

has been noted as a key component to providing pressure balance in the EDR (Hesse335
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& Cassak, 2020). Overall, the ϕ enhancements to both components leads to Jdia Totale ’s336

net strength increasing by 4.5x.337

338

5. The EDR’s ion velocity measurements are characterized by multi-peak probabil-339

ity distributions, while the non-EDR events are described by single peak distri-340

butions.341

342

From Figure 6, we can clearly see that the EDR ion velocity in the ϕ̂ and θ̂ direc-343

tions has multi-peak distributions, which is in contrast with the single peak dis-344

tributions of the non-EDR events.345

346

Regarding the θ̂ ion distribution, there is a multi-peak distribution in the data,347

which likely forms from ion outflows jets in the IDR with the jets extending out348

from the reconnection site along L̂ in LMN coordinates or along θ̂ in our spher-349

ical coordinates. As MMS flys through the magnetopause, it can encounter both350

sides of the jets, forming the positive and negative peaks, or the center of the re-351

connection site, where there is little to no ion movement, forming the central peak352

near zero.353

354

There is also a clear dual peak in the EDR events’ Viϕ velocity distribution. In-355

terestingly, this double peak can be explained by considering magnetosheath flows356

around the dayside magnetopause. On the dusk-side of the subsolar point, the mag-357

netosheath plasma flows in the +ϕ̂ direction, while on the dawn-side, the sheath358

plasma flows in the -ϕ̂ around the magnetopause. We have found that EDR events359

on the dusk side of the subsolar point tend to have average +Viϕ flows across their360

MP crossings - accounting for the positive peak in Figure 6, while EDR events on361

the dawn side of the subsolar point tend to have average -Viϕ flows - accounting362

for the negative peak in Figure 6. Thus, this matches with the expectation of the363

aforementioned magnetosheath flows. Performing a linear correlation analysis be-364

tween the position of MMS along the dayside magnetopause with the average Viϕ365

across the MP current sheets gives a correlation of 0.9, which shows how strongly366

correlated the EDR event’s location is with the appearance of these magnetosheath367

flows. Interestingly, this correlation is even able to be seen in the non-EDR events368

as the linear correlation between MMS’s location and average Viϕ is 0.78.369

370

Additionally, Figure 6 suggests that the electron velocity in the ϕ̂ and R̂ directions371

tends to be higher than the ion velocity during EDR events. This indicates pe-372

riods where the current sheet is primarily controlled by electron scale current struc-373

tures as was previously observed (e.g. Phan et al. (2016)). During the non-EDR374

crossings, the electron velocity is generally smaller than the ion velocity, indicat-375

ing that the non-EDR magnetopause current is dominated by the ion current, as376

previously reported in e.g. Beedle et al. (2022).377

4 Discussion378

4.1 Magnetosheath Flows in the Dayside Magnetopause379

As stated above (Item 5, Section 3.1), magnetosheath flows dominate the ion ve-380

locity running along the magnetopause boundary, or Viϕ, in both the non-EDR and EDR381

magnetopause current sheet as is illustrated in Figure 7. This suggests that sheath flows382

are primarily responsible for the ion velocity along this direction and overshadow the CF383

current ions in their dawn-to-dusk circulation around the dayside MP, revealing two rel-384

evant aspects of the magnetopause current system:385

First, the magnetopause current sheet during both active and inactive solar wind386

conditions, is open to the influence of magnetosheath flows. This indicates that the cur-387
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Figure 7. Left: figure illustrating the sheath flows in the + and - ϕ̂ directions around the

subsolar point (ϕ = 0◦) of the magnetopause. Indicated in red is an example position of MMS on

its orbit around the dayside magnetopause with its location in ϕ. Right: two linear correlation

diagrams of averaged Viϕ over each MP crossing with MMS’s ϕ location along the magnetopause.

EDR events are represented in the top diagram while non-EDR events are represented on the

bottom. The correlation coefficient of the plotted linear fit (shown in red) is provided in the

lower right-hand side of each plot.
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rent sheet, even while retaining the structure and flow mechanics of the CF current, is388

dominated by faster flowing sheath ions, which changes the observed Viϕ flow. While less389

correlated, the electron velocity along the magnetopause also seems to be correlated with390

position, with average Veϕ for EDR events having a correlation of 0.51 and average Veϕ391

for non-EDR events having a correlation of 0.67. As both ion and electron velocities are392

correlated with position along the magnetopause, this means that these magnetosheath393

flows are likely bulk flows and should not impact the current structure of the magnetopause394

itself.395

Second, if we directly consider the θ̂ direction flows, both Viθ and Veθ do not show396

any correlation with MMS’s ϕ position along the magnetopause. However, we can also397

consider MMS’s location relative to the XGSE - YGSE plane, or its θ position angle. If398

we consider a similar correlation analysis with the ion and electron velocities versus MMS’s399

θ location, we see the following correlations. Both Viθ and Veθ for EDR events show a400

strong linear correlation with MMS’s θ position with -0.65 and -0.6 respectively. For non-401

EDR events, Viθ and Veθ show much lower correlations at -0.27 and -0.22 respectively.402

This shows the more open nature of the EDR event’s magnetopause and also indicates403

the presence of sheath flows wrapping up and around the dayside magnetopause in the404

θ̂ or ZGSE direction.405

4.2 Current Structure in EDR Events406

As Items 1-4 of Section 3.1 suggest, EDR events depict a more complex and dy-407

namic current structure than the non-EDR magnetopause. While this is generally ex-408

pected because of the added complexity from filamentary electron-scale current sheets409

in the EDR (e.g. Phan et al. (2016), Shuster et al. (2019), Shuster et al. (2021)) and elec-410

tron dominated Hall currents in the IDR (e.g. Sonnerup (1979), Nagai et al. (2001), Mozer411

et al. (2002)), there are findings that come as a surprise. The most prevalent of these412

is regarding the increased presence of parallel current in EDR events. Not only is this413

parallel current stronger than during the non-EDR magnetopause, but also represents414

an interesting counterpoint to the primarily perpendicular, ion dominated diamagnetic415

current seen in the background magnetopause current sheet (e.g. Beedle et al. (2022)).416

As the inner EDR is void of appreciable magnetic field components in the M̂ or ϕ̂ di-417

rection (for low to no guide field cases), this ϕ̂ parallel current indicates that a measur-418

able and significant current in this direction is detected inside the outer IDR, becom-419

ing parallel to its M̂ directed Hall magnetic field. This could suggest additional current420

structure beyond the traditional 2.5D picture of the reconnection plane as is show in zero-421

guide field PIC simulations such as those depicted in Shay et al. (2016) etc. These 2.5D422

structures typically show strong JM generated by electron currents in the inner EDR,423

but whose strength diminishes inside the outer IDR where the Hall magnetic field aligns424

with its M direction. This thus predicts an overall weaker parallel current structure than425

what our data suggests. Further investigation of this parallel current signature’s mech-426

anism, and the role that the moderate guide fields in these Webster et al. (2018) events427

play, is needed however.428

5 Summary and Conclusions429

We used MMS magnetopause crossing data over 26 dayside EDR crossings and 225430

non-EDR crossings to characterize differences between the diffusion regions and the back-431

ground magnetopause current sheet. From this statistical analysis, we found the follow-432

ing:433

• EDR crossings show current densities an order of magnitude higher than non-EDR434

magnetopause crossings, representing the significantly enhanced current sheet dur-435

ing EDR events.436
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437

• EDR crossings contain pronounced current components parallel to the local mag-438

netic field. This is in contrast to the primarily perpendicular current density found439

in the non-EDR current sheet and suggests a large portion of the formerly per-440

pendicular CF current in the non-EDR mangetopause becomes parallel to the lo-441

cal magnetic field during EDR events.442

443

• EDR and non-EDR crossings both show average ion velocities that are highly cor-444

related with a crossing’s location along the magnetopause, indicating the presence445

of magnetosheath flows in the magnetopause current sheet. These flows tend to446

overshadow the CF current ions in their dawn-to-dusk circulation.447

6 Open Research448

The MMS data used in this study is publicly available at https://lasp.colorado.edu/mms/sdc/public/datasets/449

from the FPI, and FIELDS datasets. The averaged MMS crossing data as well as the450

data used to create the histograms in Figures 3 - 6, from the 225 dayside magnetopause451

crossings and 26 EDR events, is available through a Harvard Dataverse public database:452

https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/UEDWO9.453
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